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ART PRINTS TO BE SHOWN

Professor 0. A. Parkes of the
Dept. of Medical Illustration announced this week that a collection of medical prints owned by
the Philadelphia Museum of Art
will be s h own at the M.C.G. library
during the week of February 6.
This excellent collection, whose 15
panels of 85 prints total over 60
linear feet in length, has been
loaned the Medical College by
Smith, Kline & French Laboratories.
The collection represents one of
tl;le most distinguished ever assembled in this country, or elsewhere.
Mr. Carl Zigrosser, the Curator of
Prints at the Philadelphia Museum,
and an outstanding authority in his
field, compiled the p·r ints into this
touring exhibit. We should be justly proud of being among the first
to view this connection, which will
be housed in Philadelphia at the
conclusion of the tour.
When one reads over the listing
of artists responsible for the prints,
many of whkh r epres ent mil estones in m edical history, one is
immediately impressed with the vibrant potentialities inherent in the
collect ion. Woodcuts, color lithog raphs, engravings, and so on were
executed by such artists as Rembrant, Holbein, Hogarth, Daumier,
Amman, Goya; and cover the development of medical art and science in pictorial form, since the invention of the printing press.
Prints have been taken from the
works of Cicero, Fabre, Vesalius,
Pasteur, Freud and many others
heading the list of greats in medical history.
The Medical College is honored,
indeed, to have such a showing on
its list of outstanding activities for
the year. All persons associated
with the College, associated with
medicine, or interested in such
treasures of art are cordially invited to attend . . . the week of
February 6, in the M.C.G. Library.

Appointments

The following appointments to
the faculty at MCG have been announced: Dr. William Agostas,
clinical instructor in medicine ; Dr.
T'h eodore M. Badgley, associate
clinical professor of psychiatry and
neurology ; Dr. Ira Goldberg, clinical instructor in obstetrics and
g ynecology; Dr. William S. Harms ,
res earch assistant in medicine; Dr.
(Continued on page two )

Newton Building Yields To Progress

Administration Offices Moved

Students
returned from
the
Christmas holidays to find there
had been some changes made. The
offices of the president, the reg istrar, the comptroller, the secretary
of admissions, the alumni and publie relations director, etc. had been
moved to the new administration
building on Gwinnett. The library
will be moving to its new quarters
shortly. Dog surgery may not move
until the summer.
Each student also received a
combination mailbox in the new
building. T'hese mailboxes are very
handy for those who can gat into

them. Another change has been
made with the addition of the pathology and physiology departments' telephones to the MCG
switchboard.
The fate of the Newton Building
is still in question. The Cadaver
and the Aesculapian staffs are expected to occupy some of the office
space. The Department of Med iGa l
Illustration has taken over the secand floor, thus being able to expand facilities and services. Doctors occupying the Newton Building are expected to maintain their
offices, at least for the present.

DR. CLAUDE-STARR
DR. SYDENSTRICKER
WRIGHT APPOINTED
AWARDED GRANT
I

The Board of Regents has announced the appointment of Dr.
Claude-Starr Wright as associate
professor of medicine at MCG. Dr.
·wright, a prominent figure in hematology research, will assume his
duties July 1.
He is a graduate of the Medical
College of South Carolina and interned at the Columbia Hospital,
Columbia, S. C. He served his residency at Barnes Hospital, St.
Louis, Missouri. Since 1944 Dr.
Wright has been associated with
Ohio State University, first as a
research fellow and at present a s
associate professor of medicine . He
is certified by the American Board
of Internal Medicine and in 19 54
was elected a Fellow of the American College of Physicians.
Dr. Wright's research include s
several aspects of hematology with
primary interest centered on normal and abnormal erythrocyte des truction.
The December issue of Modern
Medicine featured the doctor's picture on the front cover and presented an article on "The Hemolytic Syndrome."
Dr. Wright is editor of the
Health Journal at Ohio State.

MCG CHRISTMAS PARTY

The second annual Medical C(illege of Georgia Christmas Party
was held at the Phi Chi House at
Emory University on Dec. 28 .
About fifty people were in attendance, r epresenting students, alumni, and wives living in the Atlanta
area. Members of all six MC G fraternities were pre s ent.

Dr. V. P . Sydenstricker has received a $10,000 grant from the
Division of Research Grants of the
National Institute of Health for
study of " Hepatic Disease in ··Rela tion to Amino Acid and Vitamin
Deficiency."
Dr. Sydenstricker received the
grant for "continuation of a longterm project aimed at throwing
light on biochemical functions of
the liver." It is expected that this
research may throw light on many
fundamental metabolic processes,
not only of the liver cells, but also
of body cells in general.
Recent observation reportedly
has suggested that this line of investigation may be applicable to
the neoplastic disorders.

AOA. ELECTS

Alpha Omega Alpha has elected
two physicians and nine students
to membership this year.
Seniors elected were: Ernest
Pund, Bob West, Bill Fleming, Bill
Bradley, and Irvin McLendon. Juniors honored wern : Mickey Satcher, Dr. Melvin Spira, Junebug Barron, and Bill Mullins.
Dr. William J . Cranston and Dr.
Curtis H. Carter were chosen from
the alumni group. Dr. Cranston
g raduated from M'CG in 1910·8 and
since that time, besides his private
practice, has served on the faculty.
At present he is clinical professor
of medicine. Dr. Carter received
his degree in 19·38. He is assistant
professor of medicine and limit s
his private practice to internal
medicin e.
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STUDENT-FACULTY
COUNCIL REPORT

The following memorandum was
received from the president' s of- ·
fice:
A meeting of the Faculty-Student
Council was held on Wednesday,
January 5, 1955, at the Red Lion
Grill at :
P. M.
6 30
Fred Allman was appointed by
the Chair to the Hono r Council
Committee to fill a , vacancy created
by graduation last ·year. This committee now consists of Drs . Ahlquist and O'Rear and Representatives Heffernan and Allman.
The status of the Honor System
was discussed and both fa culty and
class representatives voiced satisfa ction and approval of the system.
Dr. O'Rear read a letter from the
Comptroller's
office
concerning
Student Activities Funds. This letter stated that while in the past
The Cadaver and Year Book
Funds were not budgeted or a ccoun t ed for by the Comptr oller's
office, the State Auditor will in
-the future require that this be
don e. Previously there had b een
some resistance by the editorial
staff to submitting a budget. This
matter r e ceived ample dis cussion
by the Council and it was recommended that a letter clearly explaining the si t uation be sent by
the Administration to all students
and that each class vote upon this
m atter as soon as possible. It was
pointed out that in the event of
disapproval of the Comptroller's
handling the funds in this matter,
fees collected for this purpose
could no longer be disbursed by the
school. They would necessarily be
collected independently by the publication staffs.
Miscellaneous matters were discus s ed by representatives from
(Continued on page three )

Cadaver Banquet

The quarterly Cadaver banquet
was held December 13 at the Belmont Restaurant. Conversation and
wine flowed. A short business
meeting and pep talk followed the
dinner. All Cadaver contributors
and interested persons are invited
to attend the banquets.

IFC Dance

The second IFC dance of the
year is tentatively scheduled for
February 12 at the Bon Air. Band
and fraternity parties will be announced later.
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AESCULAPIAN WANTS I near Editor Leifer T0 The Editor
PICTURES
From some; of the tales floating around school, it seems that the management of the Bon Air Hotel wasn't too anxious to play host for our
1

Published monthly by and for the
students, nurses, and doctors associated with the Medical College
of Georgia.

The deadline for submitting pictures of your children for publication in the 1955 Aesculapian is rapidly approaching. We want to urge
you to get these in to one of the
members of the AE'._sculapian staff
as soon as possible. Any size print
will do and it is prnferable that
more· than one picture be submitted in order that a good print can
be made. Also, any snapshot you
have which might be used for the
annual woul.d be greatly appreciated.
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be possible in the future for the
hospital to lay new tile on the wellworn floor and have the place realThe Cadaver gives hearty con- ly looking prosperous. Until that
gratulations and bone-shaking ap- t ime, however, we are glad to have
plause to the recently elected mem- clean walls.
bers of AOA. It is a high honor to
It is assumed that everybody
be elected to Alpha Omega Alpha.
. . . All right, master followers of 'read the recent memorandum from
Aesculapius, who will be the first the president's office that concernto find a cure for the common ed The Cadaver and the annual.
We hope the proposed new regulacold? Ah-choo!
tions of the finances of The CadaThe business manager recently ver as indicated in the memoranwrbte the Roanoke (Va.) World- dum will have no adverse effects
News for permission to reprint an on the paper's operation. At presarticle that was brought to the edi- ent The Cadaver business manager
tor's attention by that well known requisitions the paper's share of
medical resident from Old Virgin- the student activities fee in a lump
ny, Dr. Harold Kimmerling. We lik- sum from the comptroller at the
ed the answering letter almost as beginning of ' the school year and
well as the article and thought the money is spent as needed.
Checks are signed by the business
you'd like to see it:
manager. These funds are suppleDear Miss Moody:
Well, bless me and my Hodgkin's mented by money from ads solicitdisease if'n the doctors aren't real ed by the staff. The money goes
to pay for printing The Cadaver
friendly-like lately.
You have my blessing. Kindly and _necessary incidentals (paper,
ask your doctor friends in payment pencils, and beer) and for three
to dig up a new way of treating banquets. The staff is entirely volthis here Hodgkin's besides with untary. The Cadaver operates well
radiation because I have almost within its · income and unnecessary
been cooked to death. Any cures expense is kept to a minimum. To
the editor's knowledge there have
tried.
You might send me a copy of the been no student complaints referable to the present financial setmagazine when you publish it.
Sincerely, Kinsley McWhorter, Jr. up; it goes without saying that the
Roanoke World-News books are available to student inspection any time. We anticipate
n_o difficulty of future staffs getThanks to Mr. McWhorter for
his article and a copy of The Ca- tmg The Cadaver's allotment of
money- indeed, the contrary- but
daver is on the way to Roanoke.
As for the Hodgkin's we don't it's easily conceivable that someknow of any recent therapeutic in- body in the business end of the adnovations that our writer's physi- ministration who was unfavorably
disposed to the student paper
cians wouldn't know. But the· cure
may come at any time as a result could play hell with The Cadaver
by withholding or limiting the paof continuous research programs
and we hope it won't be long so per's money. Here's hoping that
everything will be sweetness and
that Mr. McWhorter can be rescued from that X-ray machine. light. We'll have to leave it up to
future staffs and students to keep
Maybe he will visit us at MCG
future affairs on the up and up.
when the new 8·00-bed Talmadge
Memorial Hospital is in operation
less than a year from now and
The staff extends its gratitude
write an article on our medical to M_r. Dwyer, MCG comptroller,
center. In any event we're looking for his generous cooperation in arforward to reading more of his ar- ranging tentative office space in
ticles and thanks again to him for the Newton Building for use of
the piece in this issue of The Ca- The Cadaver. We've long needed
an office and hope it can be estabdaver.
lished in the next week or so.
Orchids to those responsible for
the fresh coat of paint in the clin- Appointments
(Continued from page 1)
ic. Long shrouded in darkness and
a dingy coat of yellow, the treat- Alex Murphy, clinical instructor in
ment rooms now painted in pleas- me~icine; Dr. Robert R. McKnight,
ing contrasting colors take on a assistant clinical professor of ornew look. Indeed, it is quite easy th_o~edic surgery; Dr. Leo Tighe,
to distinguish the patients from the chmcal professor of psychiatry and
walls these days. Perhaps it will neurology.

Editorial Column

forthcoming IF'C dance. They neither liked nor approved of the obnoxious behavior of some of our colleagues- such things as kicking
over the potted plants, grinding sand into the carpets, rowdy behavior,
etc.
Now I don 't advocate joining the W.C.T'.U., and I believe medical students' behavior is generally better than that of our predecessors several years ago. Surely you, too, have heard the alumni spin yarns about
how wild their parties used to be, how much whiskey Joe Blow could
drink, and the chandelier-swinging incident at the Bon Air. Be that as it
may, there is still room for considerable improvement. As his morals
behavior, and ethics are always in the public eye so much, the docto;
and the student-doctor should pay more attention to these things. And
the habits which one forms during his training are largely the ones
which he will carry with him through life.
Perhaps I've been preaching too much in this letter. I hope those who
go to the party have a nice time; but if you plan to go with your bottle
ju.st to get drunk, I hope you will stay home. You will be pleasantly
missed.
Sincerely,
Disgruntled Medic
(We're glad to hear from any of our vast number of readers on any
printable subject. Nobody will be blackmailed.- Ed. Note.)

Observant Citizen

spent $2,000· a year to get more education. They reach the age of 30
some $610,000· to $75,000 apart.

(Reprinted with the kind permission of Kinsley McWhorter, Jr. ,
staff writer of The Roanoke WorldNews, Roanoke, Va.)
"Doctor, I'm sick!"
Too often for the doctors' comfort these days the lament is directed not at the cause of the ailment
but the cost of the cure. No less a
personage than the eminent columnist, porothy Thompson, recently chided the medics for their alleged short-comings. Among these,
she said, was the practice of referring to surgery a patient who does
not need it merely so the doctor
and the surgeon can split a few
dollars.
Rep. Walter Judd , the able Minnesota lawmaker who is himself a
doctor, said not long a go that the
high cost of medical care might
force soc:alized medicine.
Doctors are becoming alarmed.
The thoughtful ones I know-and
I know quite a few, all thoughtful
- are racking their brains for an
answer to their poor public relations.
They took the Hippocratic oath
to do their best in the service of
mankind and, by and large, they
do it.
But honor bound to keep out of
controversy and let their name be
used only in inescapable situations
like their own too-early obituary
notices, the doctors are stuck.
Honor bound myself by nothing
except the facts, I'd like to strike
a blow for the doctors.
Two young men of equal talent
graduate from college at 22. One is
an engineer and starts right out at
a good salary. The second turns to
medical schools (four years) and
interning and specializing (four
years).
By the time both are 30, the engineer has already earned $40,000
to. $60,000. The medical student has

to

·
OF DOCTORS
IN DEFENSE

Ife:::

medical man then begins
excellent money is that

fair?
From personal observation
would have to give an unqualified
and resounding yes.
No other practitioner of any art
or science spends so much time in
study as a fully qualified physician
or surgeon. No other expends so
much financially to achieve h :s
goal. No other spEnds himself so
freely.
vVe have just about given up trying to be sociable with the doctors
we know. We tried to eat dinner at
the pediatrician's house and I
wound up making four house calls
with h im while the girls ate. They
in turn tried to eat at our house
and he was interrupte d so often he
finally just left.
We played bridge with a surgeon. He received only one call,
but a doctor present had three
calls and left about 10 P. M., returning at midnight.
Two lawyers, a surgeon and I
sat down one night to plan some
program for our church group . The
phone rang. A child possibly had
appendicitis. The lawyers and I
went right ahead. The surgeon operated at ten that night.
Was the operation necessary?
I thought about Dorothy Thompson's attack at length. Last March
my own doctor and surgeon agreed
I should have some minor surgery_
They had me in the hospital and
almost on the operating table when
the surgeon called to send me
home; my wife was going to have
a baby two weeks ahead of schedule.
Si?-ce then, the need for the operat10n has apparently vanished
at least for the time being.
'
Were these men trying to make
money, or perform a service?
It is patently impossible that
(Continued on page 3)
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In Defense of Doctors

(Continued from page 2)
they were trying to make money
from me, a newsman. They are
both warm personal friends trying
to do what they thought best. for
a friend. At the time, an operation
seemed best.
_
Should the surgeon have taken
out that child's appendix? If. it
were my child, I'd tell him to operate. I know he feels that 25 useless operations are better than one
child dying of peritonitis because
some surgeon held back.
Don't you?
The problems of the medfcal
men are, I think, beyond the grasp
of ninety-five per cent of the people. I have learned them only
slightly in a lifetime of acquaintance with doctors, in a bitter past
year spent mostly in their hands.
People cry loud and long over
the "good old days" when one famly doctor did it all from cradle
o grave. Bitterly they assail the
specialization and high cost of
medical service ..
Then they turn right around and
call the TV repairman, the plumber, the electrician, the plasterer,
the fuel oil man, the gas man, the
roofing and gutter man. . . .
But why go on. The jack-of-all
trades is no more. Our machinery
s too complex.
The bodily machinery is comp lex, too. It is the most complex
mechanism in the world. To keep
t running takes the best men with
he most infinite patience and the
ongest training.
Have you called a plumber lateY? Or a TV repairman?
Pretty big bill, wasn't it?
Should your doctor get less?
See Editorial Column.-E'd. Note)

ROUND· TABLE TOPIC

PRECEPTORSHIPS, A Timely
Discussion
By definition and by oath -(of

Hippocrates) the Physician is both
healer and teacher. He is bound by
his profession to impart his bit by
every mode of teaching- by precept, by lecture, by demonstration
or by conversation. This topic concerns precepts and preceptors -and the student preceptee.
A precept may be defined as a
commandment, instruction or rule
of action or conduct; especially a
practical rule, one guiding b€ha vior, technique and so forth. The
preceptor is the glver of precepts,
a teacher. Somewhat in contrast
with this idea, the apprenticeship
is more concerned with serving another for a certain time with view
of learning an art or trade in consideration of instruction. Originally
each art or trade was learned by
serving an apprenticeship; perhaps
with the advent of more organized
academic study, the master became more of a demonstrator, a
guiding force- a preceptor.
Presently medicine has become
such an extreme art or study, that
the position of the teacher has
been bent more towards the ideal
of lecturing and demonstration
than "precepting" and conversing
medical topics. Recently there has
been a move towards the revival of
preceptorships - training the student "on-the-job" or "in-the-field."
Certain facts stand out in this
ideal: academic medicine cannot
be extended, as is, into the direct
practice of medicine. There is a
difference between academic attention to fine detail and appropriateness of evaluation in face of an office full of people; the recent gradµate frequently has the· frightening
Student-Faculty Council Report
feeling that he cannot perform ade(Continued from page 1)
quately before this audience of paeach class. Most of these were con- tients seeking medical attention.
structive and the departments in- Obviously the metropolitan hospivolved in the recommendations tal, the medical school center, canwill be notified by the Administra- not reconstruct the local scene. The
more highly organized the teachtion.
ing center, the more remote are its
relationships with the patient as
AN OFFICE NEAR YOU! an individual living in the community.
ALL YOUR CLOTHES
Various members of the faculty
SHOULD G0here have been approached about
this problem and most are ready to
speak in behalf of a preceptorship
program- if the program is properly oriented,
adequately
controlled so as to help limit some of
the drawbacks inherent in it, and
make the sum total equal to better
Launderers
Cleaners
practicing physicians in the long
Main Office and Plant,
run.
1384 Greene St.
~t present there is an atte1npt
bemg made by students in the
seeking of preceptorship trainingan association with a practitioner
during the summer months. While
this plan points in the direction of
preceptorship, the situation may
See Your Patients At
be too readily converted into an apprenticeship-of-sorts or simply a
University Hospital
job for the summer. A preceptorMeet Your Friends At
ship involves three personages:
University Grill
the preceptor, the preceptee and
Phone 4-2928
the medical school. Where the student seeks his own association
1157 University LNS
without the g uidance or endorseAugusta, Ga.
I ment of the medical school (as a
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- I part of its teaching program),

~ 1tiU£1
e

UNIVERSITY
GRILL

dered, and other points of business
procedure. 6. Medical ethics and
medico-legal problems, including
the protection of a practice with
insurance. 7. Provide a possible enDr. O'Rear has pointed out that trez into the prospective communian organized preceptorship pro- ty where the student might evengram would take into consideration tually establish a practice. 8. The
the training the preceptor has had, role of the physician's wife in his
his professional and moral attain- practice. 9. Development of a rathments, his interest in teaching, and er healthy respect and deep emthe medical facilities available to pathy for the magnitude and mulhim and his patients. T'he plan rep- tiplicity of a general practitioner.
resents a
potentially
powerful (Again the list could be made longtechnique for instruction in one er with ease.)
phase of medicine - social mediFor The Medical School: 1. A dycine, environmental medicine, or namic adjunct to academic mediwhatever name is applied. ·Dean cine, making the curriculum more
O'Rear adds that a properly organ- pertinent and increasing its inherized and executed preceptorship ent values. 2. The production of a
may be a most valuable experience more well-rounded student who
for students; the revival of inter- will more favorably r eflect upon
est in this plan has been aroused, his alma mater. 3. Spread the burno doubt, by some loss of interest den of individual attention in eduin general practice.
cation more widely, leading to an
Generally, where such plans are increased bread th of training and
offered as part of the curriculum, possibly a "lightening of the load"
several weeks of the senior (and imposed upon already overburdeneven junior) year are spent iu. a ed clinical instructors. (And so
preceptorship. T'he nomination of on.)
It may be suggested here that if
the preceptors is done by the dean
(free of bias or influence), these junior students are contemplating
clinical practitioners in turn nomi- "preceptorships" for the corning
nated to the dean such physicians summer (and many are), they atas they might wish to serve as as- tempt to maintain as many of the
ideals put forth here as is possible
sociate preceptors.
in the selection of and association
WHAT
A
PRECEPTORSHIP with a practitioner. As a means of
CAN OFFER For The Preceptor making money (for which medical
(Practitioner), The Preceptee (Stu- students will forever need to take
dent) And The Medical School:
into consideration when contemFor the Preceptor: 1. An oppor- plating
summer "employment")
tunity for teach ~ ng , especially to this system, obviously, was not
those practitioners who would - be primarily intended. In some inunable to do so under other cir- stances, such employment has simcurnstances. 2. Bridging the gap of ply been for the purpose of allowmany years away from acad?::.nic ing the physician to take a vacamedicine; when one becomes in- ti on; this does not constitute a
volved in his practice, the medical "preceptorship " - under the presschool and the medical student be- ent circumstances, the medical
come almost in another world. The I school does not endorse such assopreceptor is faced with having to ciations.
justify his diagnosis, his therapy
This topic will be considered in
and his actual handling of people, later articles. Much information
not only to his own satisfaction, has been drawn from the excellent
but to the preceptee's .as well. 3. coverage of the subject given in
Reaffirming the status of organ:zed the October, 1954, issue of the
medicine and its scientific appli- Journal of the Student American
cation in general practice b ecom es Medical Association.
necessary during discourse on the
preceptor's position in the ever
changing medical fraternity; this
necessarily implies that the preceptor will pause to reevaluate his
SYMPHONIES
position. 4. The preceptor is pressPOPULAR
ed to become more cognizant of
the problems
of the
medical
CLASSICAL
schools - more tolerant of their
"Augusta's Largest Record
shortcomings and more respectful
Department"
of their gains. 5. In the delegation
of some responsibility to the preceptee, the preceptor finds more
855 Broad
Dial 2-4638
time available in which to hold
See Our Hi-Fi Players
clinical conversations and to renew old interests in academic medicine. (These are but a few of the
many possibilities.)
there is little control over the
eventual value of the association
for each of the three personages
concerned.

Phonograph Records
e
e
e

AUGUSTA RADIO CO.

For The Preceptee: 1. A greater
understanding and appreciation of
the art of medicine , the handling
of people as people, the practical
points of diagnosis and therapy,
and the political and economic
facts of life as applied to medical
practice. 2. The problem of getting
the patient to submit to hospitalization. 3. Office routines and personnel. 4. The importance of assuring satisfaction in patients. 5. How
much to charge for services ren-

SCOTT BROS.

Service Station
SUPER SERVICE
1918 Central Avenue
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KNOW YOUR FRATERNITY HAPPENINGS IN PHI
DELTA EPSILON
(This is the initial article of
AEI

~

series on the various MCG fratermties.- Ed. Note.)
AEI fraternity was founded in
1890 at the University of Michigan
by five women students in the Medical College. They set forth as the
purpose of their group the wish_ ~o
promote good fellowship , to mai~
tain a high order of scholarship
and professional achievement, and
to foster a spirit of moral and social helpfulness. Since that time
AEI has grown to include many
members. There are now twentyfour active chapters in the leading
medical schools throughout the
country.
__
Many of America's outstanding
women physicians have been members of Alpha Epsilon Iota. The
pre sent president of the national
frat ernity, Dr. Ruth Jackson, was
the first woman admitted to the
American Board of Orthopedic Surgery.
Like all such organizations AEI
bas its own customs and symbols.
'rhe fraternity pin is a black enameled pentagon having a gold star at
the apex with an emerald inset. On
it are the Greek letters Alpha Epsilon Iota in gold and a gold serpent. Colors of the fraternity are
black, white, and green, and the
flower is the white carnation. Biennial fraternity conventions are
held, this year's conclave occurring
at the Shamrock in Houston, Texas.
It is the tradition of AEI fraternity to be as helpful as possible to
'ts members. To strive for cooperation and friendliness among its sist ers has long been an outstanding
purpose of the group. To aid its
members financially the Jane Darling Stevenson Memorial Loan
Fund is available to those in advanced classes.
The Alpha Eta Chapter was
started at MCG in 1949. Charter
members were Dorothy Brinsfiel.d,
Sarah Clark, Sarah Cooley, Janis
Davis, Kathryn Edwards, Alva
Faulkner, Geraldine Glover, Tillie
Horkey, Irene LaMotte, Ninette
Payne Reeves, Margaret Quante ,
Lois Taylor Ellison, Miriam Walker, Dorothy White, and Lou Woodward. Drs. Clark, LaMotte, and Ellison are present members of the
hospital staf\f.
Local fraternity projects include
he annual Christmas party at
which toys are collected for a
g roup of the city's needy children,
and the collection of articles for a
scrapbook of noteworthy events in
the recent history of the Medical

Supper meetings at local restaurants and at the homes of local
friends of the fraternity have been
the backbone of the activity of
Beta Iota chapter this year. As
added attractions two recent afterdinner speakers have been Drs.
Robert
Greenblatt
and
Rufus
Payne, both of whom gave excellent talks .
Plans for a regional meeting of
Phi D E in Augusta are in the making. The local chapter will p·lay
host to the chapters from the Emory University and South Carolina
schools of medicine, probably during the spring quarter.
More plans are in the formative
stage for the annual Phi D El lectureship. It is hoped that a prominent speaker may be presented
sometime this spring.

PHI CHI NEWS

At a recent meeting Ernest Ackerly was elected Vice President
and Rush Chairman for the next
twelve months. He replaced Bill
McKenzie who had served so efficiently for the past year. After a
lengthy term of office Jeff Jones
finally stepped down from his post
as Librarian in favor of Jim Bannister.
College. Plans are being formed so
that the fraternity can have a
house in the near future.

The Phi Ohi Wives Club has
been very active this year. Twice
each month they meet at the house
for bridge, canasta, and light refreshments. Once a month they
hold a supper for the whole fraternity, and these have been well
attended by everyone, especially
the alumni. Profits from these endeavors have been graciously returned to the fraternity in the
form of new tablecloths, a Mixmaster for Dora, etc.
The recently initiated Class of
'58 received numerous outstanding
speeches from MCG faculty members during the weekly pledge
meetings. To mention a few, Drs.
Raybuck, Rinker, WycOlff, Stoddard, Dow, and Flanigan spoke on
such topics as Medical Ethics, the
Status of Medical Education in the
U.S., Grading of students, etc.
along with passing on many scientific "pearls". E'Very other fraternity meeting will present a different
member of our outstanding faculty.
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Next on schedule: Dr. William
Boyd.
Drivers along Pickens Road this
Fall have seen a welcomed change
for the better . . . transformation
of our gray sand into a lovely
green carpet of grass. Thanks to
our latest pledge class are in order, especially Ollie McGahee and
Royce Jackson.
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